GerVetUSA Surgical instruments are guaranteed to be free from defects in materials and workmanship when used under normal conditions for their intended surgical purpose. Any GerVetUSA's Surgical instrument that is determined to be defective will, at GerVetUSA's discretion, be repaired or replaced. Normal wear and tear and/or instrument misuse, including improper use or inadequate maintenance, are not covered under the manufacturer's warranty. All our Surgical instruments are warranted only to the original purchaser.

This instrument is intended to be used only for the specific purpose for which it was designed. The Luxating Winged Color Titanium is particularly used to perform ONLY luxation swiftly with its relatively sharper tips. The winged style makes this Sharpen free 3 in 1 tool much more efficient than any other regular luxating elevator. Performing Elevation with this instrument may cause breakage to its tip, therefore please avoid using it as an Elevator. However, it is the responsibility of clinicians and sterilization professionals to familiarize themselves with proper techniques for using and caring for this instrument.

For more detailed instrument care recommendations, please visit our website. The sale of this item may be subject to regulation by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration and state and local regulatory agencies. By purchasing this product, you warrant that you are either a medical practitioner or purchasing on behalf of a licensed medical facility, educational or government agency, or a customer that sells these products to such institutions. After your order is placed, we may request you to provide additional information. Please note that the lack of a satisfactory response may result in the delay or cancellation of your order.